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    OCTOBER 2020

Making Places for People

The art of precinct management is not for the 
faint hearted, and the OBSID team has once again 
proven their worth in the year that has been.

Not only are we closing another successful, if 
complicated year, we are also closing a five year 
term and entering into a new and ambitious era 
with you as members and the wider Obs community.

We have managed to keep a very lean operational 
core, with operational expenses remaining relatively 
flat while we have increased services and initiated 
new projects.

Our largest programme remains public safety,  
with OBSID engaged daily in proactive measures 
to prevent crime, respond to support residents 
when they need it and this capacity has been  
enabled by investment in a third petrol vehicle and 
additional patrollers. 

Our social development programme has also  

 
 
 
grown substantially with a focus on sustainable 
partnerships and impactful pathways of support 
through workplace development, a full-time qualified 
social worker joining our team, and piloting Obz 
Rainbow House being just some of the highlights.

Our cleaning teams are on the streets daily,  
although we rely more and more on residents to 
work with us to prevent dumping and overflowing 
bins to keep Obs looking clean. Recently, the Obs 
team have been investigating recycling options 
for the area. 

The OBSID team and community partners did not 
stop there - they have ambitiously taken on several  
aspirational placemaking projects - including a 
community greening project, a heritage project 
and a process looking at the Village Green. All of 
these have also been very valuable in providing  
insights into what you, the community, want 
and need from Obs and how this can inform our  
strategy and plans for the next 5 years.

This constitutes the Observatory Improvement District’s Board Chairperson’s report for the financial 
year from 1 July 2020 until 30 June 2021. It focuses on this period, but with some reflection on the  
period June 2021-October 2021, given the interest our members show in recent progress of the OBSID’s 
programmes and projects. In some places I also provide a longer-term view, given OBSID is coming to 
the end of its five year business plan and in the process of applying for its new five year term.

The report is intended to provide a strategic and governance overview of the health of the OBSID as 
seen from its Board of Directors and its Chairperson in particular. It is intended to complement the 
management overview and report provided by the Chief Executive Officer (CEO).

I have been a director of the OBSID Board for four years, and Chairperson for the past two years. As 
communicated at last years’ AGM, I am resigning from OBSID at this AGM as I have relocated to Paarl and 
wish to focus my efforts on new projects.

The other board members resigning this year are Tom Figl, who has served on OBSID’s Board since 
2018, as well as Edwin Angless and Claire Everatt - the latter two are available for re-election. We 
thank Tom for his years of service, always representing innovative ideas and care for the workers and  
business people of Obs in our deliberations.

OBSID CHAIRPERSON’S 
REPORT 2021
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THE BOARD

The last AGM took place on 28 October 2020, both 
in-person and virtually. It successfully approved 
the budget and implementation plan for the  
OBSID for the 2021/22 financial year, re-elected 
myself, Jodi Allemeier as well as Justin Ashley 
and we welcomed two new board members, Kari 
Cousins and Makgosi Letimile. 

The first meeting of the board re-elected myself, 
Jodi Allemeier, as Chair and Claire Everett as 
Vice Chair. The role of the board is to:
• Provide strategic direction for the OBSID
• Adopt its budget and implementation plan
• Approve OBSID policies 
• Ensure oversight of OBSID implementation and 
   adherence to policy
• Report to members

This year, we had the additional task of developing  
the next term’s five year business plan. 

Most board members have been attending board 
meetings regularly having read documentation 
and are available for and contribute to urgent  
decisions. The Board has been able to fulfil its 
governance and oversight role, guided by the 
various policies and plans that govern OBSID, and 
the principles that underpin these. 

The Board undertook training with the City of 
Cape Town on our responsibilities as Directors, 
adopted amendments to our Code of Conduct 
to strengthen it, and adopted a new donations 
policy to support OBSIDs ambitions to have  
well-governed processes of diversifying its  
income and enable support for special projects.

My thanks go to Councillor Errol Anstey, the 
City designated political observer on the OBSID 
Board, for his attendance, inputs and insights.

This year has been another extraordinary year. 
In addition to bi-monthly meetings, the Board 
has been called on to provide guidance and 
oversight as OBSID navigated the impacts of  
Covid19, to participate on special project working 
groups, and to participate in strategic planning  
processes relating to the new term.

The five year strategic planning process took 
into account community surveys, reviews of  
frequent feedback to OBSID, insights from Obs 
related chat groups and social media pages, 
trends in CIDs and BIDs globally, pressures to 
service delivery locally, historic financial and  
operational performance of OBSID, and options  

for operationalising projects that you, our  
members, have supported and/or requested during  
the past five years, as well as the financial impact 
on residents’ overall rates bill and value for money  
in this regard.

We know that there are many issues on the hearts 
of Obs residents. We absolutely cannot achieve 
the common outcomes of a safer and healthier 
community for all of us without working together,  
without communicating regularly and openly 
about the complexities of these challenges, and 
without trying new things while keeping a steady 
investment in the things we know work. 

The five year business plan thus includes many of 
the familiar basic OBSID services that you have 
come to rely on, phased introduction of expanded  
services in core programmes of public safety, 
cleaning, social development, and moved to  
operationalise what have to-date been pilot  
projects so that they can be relied on going  
forward. We also seek to introduce, largely at 
the request of the City, minor infrastructure  
maintenance services. Finally, we’ll keep sight of 
aspirational special projects and assign budget 
and resources to these as concepts are defined.

This year’s annual report is not only accompanied  
by an annual implementation plan as is usually  
the custom, but is also accompanied by the 
next 5 year cycles’ proposed business plan. We  
encourage you to familiarise yourself with this 
plan and our proposed phased approach to  
introducing new services over the next five years. 

OBSID CEO, team contractors and partners

This has been the third full year that Amanda  
Kirk has been the OBSID CEO. At the end of 
this financial year, we welcomed Amanda on a  
permanent contract to ensure continuity and  
reduce risk of loss of institutional knowledge and 
vital skills to the organisation. 

Amanda is supported by OBSID’s precinct  
manager, Stoney Steenkamp, and social worker  
Zusakhe Voyi who joined this year, taking over 
from Bongi Sika, and works closely with Amanda 
Mjo (our workplace rehab coordinator), and the 
OBSID team of cleaners-and-greeners who have 
gone above and beyond to serve the community 
of Obs in this year of high need and high delivery.

Working with them is a growing number of  
contractors and partners. Securitas remains our 
security provider, with Leon Nzenza working as 
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an integral part of our planning and strategies.  
I encourage you all to follow OBSID’s regular 
safety updates on social media, and support 
the community’s recent efforts to explore a  
neighbourhood watch approach that is suitable 
to Obs.  I also ask you to work with our public 
safety officers in any way you can (sometimes 
as simple as making sure your car is locked) to  
proactively prevent crime in Obs. 

Contractors and partners in social development 
include Streetscapes, Straatwerk, AfrikaBurn, 
ObsPastaKitchen, TB/HIVCare, Cape Town Drug 
Counselling Centre and (recently) The Rehoming 
Collective.  This important network of expertise 
and care is critical to Obs’ response to working 
with vulnerable residents and we encourage all 
community members to familiarise themselves 
with the offerings of these organisations and 
lean in to support their important work. 

Our cleaning and greening programmes, 
and placemaking projects have enjoyed the  
collaboration of Straatwerk, Green4Life,  
Communitree, OpenStreets and Social Trends 
Development Services this year. It’s been  
wonderful to see new faces engaged in projects  
working with these partners, coming together  
through plants, research and story-telling  
stories to collectively make places for all of Obs. 
The outputs of these partnerships have also  
informed a lot of our thinking for our five year plan. 

Finally, many thanks go to the OCA for  
participating in special projects, working  
groups, supporting participatory processes 
and sharing their communications channels to  
ensure that residents of Obs are able to engage 
with these initiatives.

This team, and the employees of our contractors, 
are Observatory’s “first responders”. Even when 
you perhaps should be calling SAPS, or reporting  
an issue directly to the City, it is often OBSID  
who you call when the worst imaginable  
happens and them who receive requests for all 
manner of support - sometimes amusing and 
quirky, sometimes sharing in your frustration 
helping you to navigate bureaucratic services, 
and sometimes experiencing and sharing in your 
trauma. I wish to thank them for the incredible 
personal sacrifices they make every day for the 
community of Observatory. 

Finance and Projects

We are in good standing financially and with  
the City.

We have once again received a clean audit 
and are spending our resources on improved  
services and additional projects as mandated 
by all of you - reserves built up in previous years  
were started to be spent in 2019/20 and we  
continued with this in 2020/21 with additional 
security vehicle and patrollers, expanded social 
development services and our investment in the 
Obs Rainbow House pilot as well as investment in 
the placemaking special projects.

We have continued to keep our operational and 
staffing costs consistent as a proportion of overall  
spend to ensure that you are receiving value for 
money. 
All of this has also offered valuable learnings in 
terms of setting in place the new-term business 
plan and budget. 

Relationship with City of Cape Town 

Our relationship with the City of Cape Town is  
essentially two-fold. The CID office regulates 
our activities and ensures that we fulfil essential  
governance and reporting requirements. We 
maintain a good relationship with this office and 
are thus in good standing. 

However, in terms of service coordination of 
city services, we have a limited engagement or  
influence. Strengthening these relationships 
is necessary for successful function of OBSID. 
OBSID submitted comments to the City’s draft 
amended SRA By-Law and Policy (in the 2021/22 
financial year) which included requests for  
improved coordination structures to better  
partner  with  CIDs  in  this  regard. 

OBSID also submitted comments on the draft 
LSDF from the perspective of impacts on  
urban management and the references to the 
role of CIDs in the district. These comments are  
available on our website.
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Conclusion 

Each period of Obs’ history has made it what it is today - Obs has faced challenges in the past - and 
each crisis has spurred the committed residents, NGOs and business people that call Obs home to 
come together and adapt and create new ways of working together in neighbourly and active ways.

The current time is no different and OBSID is also adapting its role in the neighbourhood. We have 
strived to continue to deliver good service levels, while managing resources efficiently, and devel-
oping an aspirational pipeline of projects that will bring the people of Observatory together in new 
ways.

In my final year serving OBSID, I have enjoyed assisting the organisation through the process of plan-
ning its next term. It’s been an honour working with and for the community of Obs over the past 
4 years and I wish all of you the best in taking forward this important work. My many thanks go to 
Amanda Kirk and the OBSID team, the Board of Directors and all of you.

I’ll see you all in the places we make for people,

JODI ALLEMEIER
OBSID BOARD CHAIRPERSON
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As the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic continues to be felt, disruption to services, rising unemployment, 
increased crime and increases in the number of people living on the streets have been noted throughout 
Cape Town.  Observatory is no exception, but we are making inroads in dealing with these inner city chal-
lenges. OBSID is thriving in the “new normal”, doing what we can to improve the cleanliness and safety of 
the suburb.
 
Public safety, keeping Obs clean, and helping those living on the streets in our suburb in a responsible way 
are always our first priorities.

OBSID was designated an essential service during lockdown and maintained service levels throughout 
all of the ongoing Covid lockdown levels in all core programmes, with expansion in critical aspects of our 
work, most notably in public safety and social development.  We also grew our projects portfolio.  

We’re aware of the risks associated with work in public spaces and have taken all measures to protect our 
staff and the community with strict hygiene protocols and PPE, both in the office and out on the streets.

“Do what you can, with what you have, where you are” – Theodore Roosevelt

This quote perfectly describes the OBSID’s work in Observatory.  Working within budget constraints and 
mindful of ensuring that we provide good value for money, we have continued to deliver well on our core 
programmes during this most difficult of years and have also been able to develop and launch a range of 
projects in line with our public spaces policy and focus on supporting those living on the streets.

“And here you are, living despite it all” – Rupi Kaur

This year has been very hard, very long and full of new pressures for the team to navigate.  We’re tired but 
not beat!

We’ve come through admirably, keeping our sense of humour, our commitment to teamwork and to serv-
ing the community of Observatory to the best of our abilities, often in the face of unfair or misplaced 
criticism.

What has been consistent is the team’s incredible commitment to their work, their willingness to go the 
extra mile and their determination not to let the community down.  

I want to give thanks to each and every OBSID staff member, the OBSID Board members as well as each 
member of the Securitas public safety team for their efforts this year, often in extremely difficult and 
challenging circumstances.  

Special thanks go to Robert Witbooi and Charl Brooks of Securitas for their efforts in supporting and 
strengthening the OBSID’s public safety programme.  

   INTRODUCTION

ANNUAL REVIEW 
2020 / 2021
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After preceding years of change management, focus 
on internal controls and processes, the stabilisation 
of services, changes to service providers, staffing 
changes and office moves, this year has allowed the 
OBSID to think about expansion of its projects and  
services, ever mindful of our obligations to rate  
payers to deliver value for money as well as our legal  
and governance obligations.

Board of Directors

The Board of Directors is stable and  
well-functioning and was very responsive in 
the support provided to the OBSID CEO during 
a turbulent year.  

All Board governance processes are in place, 
including a Code of Conduct that has been 
adopted by all Board members.  

The Board currently comprises 9 members and 
meets at least 6 times a year.

In addition to regular Board meetings, the 
majority of members participated in working  
groups in support of the public spaces  
policy activation as well as considering the 
feasibility of extending OBSID boundaries in  
different ways.

Corporate governance

We are compliant with all SARS, CIPC and City of 
Cape Town requirements.

Human resources

HR systems are stable and functioning well.  We 
assisted staff with travel stipends during the year 
when transport costs escalated and transport 
options reduced, conducted full year individual 
performance reviews that informed annual  
remuneration reviews and were in a position to 
pay out discretionary bonuses to all staff in terms 

of our remuneration policy in December 2020.  

Staff attendance is very satisfactory, with little 
to no unplanned absenteeism.

During the reporting period, there was one staff 
exit in the social development programme.   
Bongi Sika resigned effective 30th April 2021 
and was replaced by Zusakhe Voyi, a registered 
Social Worker who joined the OBSID on the 10th 
June 2021.

Finance systems

We continue to enjoy solid working relation-
ships with both our accounting service provider,  
Accounts Star c.c. and our auditors – Cecil Kilpin 
and Co.

We received an unqualified audit report for the 
2019/2020 year and expect the same for this  
reporting year.

Internal financial management processes and 
controls are in place and effective.

Communications

We continued to roll out our communications 
strategy in the reporting year, across our website 
and social media platforms.

We sent out regular member updates and pro-
duced one PR piece about our work that was pub-
lished in community newspapers and online.  

Our website is up to date and compliant with City 
CID management unit requirements in terms of 
the information that is accessible on the site.  The 
OBSID site is POPIA compliant.

We’ve enjoyed significant growth on our social 
media audience, due to our mix of informative and 
interesting content across platforms.  

We also engage with the community via multiple 
WhatsApp groups as well as Observatory focussed 
social media pages.

   MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS
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Infographics have proven very useful in giving the community insight to our work, see below for an 
example that has been published during the reporting period.  These are used in blog posts, member 
updates and on social media channels.

As communicated in last year’s review, we continue to roll out our new strapline, “Making places for 
people” and intend to finalise this rollout in the next review period.

Lastly, we take a regular slot at the Observatory Civic Association’s (OCA) Management  
Committee meetings to provide updates on our work, and have enjoyed a wider reach for  
our communications via the OCA’s web letter.
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   CLEANING AND URBAN MANAGEMENT

KEEPING OBSERVATORY CLEAN

The OBSID cleaning team has had another busy year with close to 50 000 bags of refuse being collected  
from the public spaces of Observatory!  This includes emptying of bins in public spaces and basic  
maintenance of the parks in Observatory – these responsibilities have devolved from the City to OBSID 
over time.

The OBSID urban management team works staggered shifts, seven days a week, tackling hotspots,  
collecting dumping, completing dumpsite runs and picking up litter. In addition, they do weeding, deep 
cleaning and drain cleaning across Observatory.

The below graph reflects the total number of bags that have been collected per month in this financial 
year:
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Our team works in their individually designated sectors from Mondays to Fridays, with a smaller team 
concentrated on bins in public spaces, the business precinct and pedestrian routes over weekends.  We 
complete a once daily bag collection and thrice weekly dump runs.

Dumping remains a challenge – OBSID seems to be a victim of its own success as people know we’ll clean 
up after them, so they feel more empowered to break bylaws and dump in public places.  

Restaurants along Lower Main and residents living just off Lower Main are significant contributors to the 
figures below:

The below graph reflects the total number of illegal dumping incidents attended to per month this  
financial year:

Our work-based rehabilitation team provides 4 hours of daily cleaning in the public spaces from Mondays 
to Fridays, always starting on the Village Green, then moving along and under the Station Road bridge, 
then deployed into sectors as determined by the Area Manager.

The City of Cape Town’s winter readiness programme did not extend to Observatory this year, so the 
work-based rehabilitation team was tasked to clean drains that were either partially or fully blocked in  
preparation for the winter rains.  The team were trained on how to safely tackle this and provided with 
drain hooks.  The work-based rehabilitation team cleaned 62 drains during April 2021.

Partnerships in urban management

Our outsourced arrangements with Straatwerk – focussed on graffiti removal - and Green4Life Gardeners 
– focussed on the green spaces of Observatory - both delivered exceptional results and both contracts 
have been continued in the new financial year.  We are confident that their standards and response times 
will remain at the levels we expect.  
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City infrastructure in Observatory

City infrastructure faults resulted in 1139 C3’s (service request) being logged with the City during this re-
porting period, an increase of 35% on the prior year.

A positive spin off from the appointment of Securitas as public safety service provider is access to the 
Incident Desk system, which contains social development and urban management reporting modules.  
This allows us to accurately record C3 reports and facilitate better follow up and escalation of outstanding 
issues as necessary.

The graph below indicates the range and types of issues reported to the City during this period:
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   SOCIAL ISSUES

At year end, we recorded 146 active clients of the 
social development programme.  

The challenge of dealing with people living in public  
spaces is never ending and increasing.  Observatory  
has a generous community, many of whom are keen 
to give handouts and many of who support a daily 
meal service that has definitely resulted in more 
people calling the public spaces of Observatory  
their home.

OBSID has continued to significantly deepen  
our impact on homelessness in Observatory  
and has developed an integrated social  
development programme comprising supportive 
accommodation, our sheltered work programme 
and other containment measures, in depth case 
management and other support services – which 
could serve as a model to other CID’s grappling 
with the same issues related to homelessness in 
their boundaries.

Our social development programme is strong.  We 
have a sound programme framework that includes 
outreach, individual case management, linkage 
services and access to work-based rehabilitation 
 

 
 
and supportive housing.  

We’ve seen significant impact through our  
linkage work – attending hospital and clinic visits 
with clients, thereby ensuring that they are able 
to access healthcare and other services.  We’ve 
seen more and more of those living on the streets 
of Observatory receiving medical treatment,  
resuming chronic medication use and being  
assessed for participation in Opioid Substitution 
Therapy (OST) through TB HIV Care.

We have a team of medical doctors that is a  
wonderful resource and they have guided our 
team through a number of clients presenting with 
medical issues in the past year.

Our work-based rehabilitation programme offers 
daily structure, group sessions, a participation  
stipend and the chance to belong to something and 
practice life and work skills.  Clients of the work-
based rehabilitation programme are drawn from 
the chronic homeless population of Observatory  
(having been on the streets for longer than 10 
years).
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The Obz Rainbow House

Opened in lockdown last year The Obz Rainbow 
House has been a place of refuge for members of 
the street based community of Observatory who 
were looking to take the next step, get off the 
streets and find work and shelter. Daily support 
and work, hot meals, a sense of community and 
a warm bed has given the group living here a new 
lease on life.  

After Khulisa Streetscapes’ exit, the OBSID Board 
agreed to take over operational and funding  
responsibility for the supportive hosing pilot  
project until the end of the agreed period and 
have exhausted all efforts to secure a funding and  
operational partner for the project.  

City / provincial funding has not been forthcoming 
and there seems to be little interest in partnering 
with community projects of this nature.  

As a result, OBSID’s ability to continue to find the 
project in full has come to an end.  Residents 
of the house are currently being supported to  
activate individual exit strategies to ensure they 
don’t end up living back in public spaces.

The residents have learnt critical life skills that  
will assist them if they move into shared living  
spaces, back to family or even if they secure  

accommodation on their own in the future – such 
as cooking, cleaning, meal planning and adhering  
to rules and behaviour frameworks.  It’s been a 
wonderful initiative to be part of.

Partnership with TB / HIV Care

OBSID partnered with TB / HIV Care at the  
beginning of 2020 on their PWID (People Who  
Inject Drugs programme) and this partnership  
continued through the reporting period.   
OBSID provides safe needle disposal facilities, as 
well as issuing harm reduction packs which has 
led to a reduction in the number of used needles 
in the public spaces and allowed individuals living  
on the streets to gain access to OBSID’s  
social  development services when accessing needle 
exchange services.

Learning and development

In the last quarter of the reporting period,  
everyone involved in social development  
programmes (supervisors, Area Manager,  
Programme Coordinator and CEO) completed  
a harm reduction training  programme in  
partnership with SANPUD (South African  

Partnership with Khulisa Streetscapes:

OBSID has been partnering with Khulisa Streetscapes on the provision of social development services 
since early 2019. In 2020, this partnership expanded further into the provision of supportive housing 
through a pilot project co-funded by the OBSID – the Obz Rainbow House.

In early 2021, citing funding and capacity constraints, Khulisa Streetscapes withdrew from the Obser-
vatory programmes.
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network for People who Use Drugs), deepening our understanding of the challenges our clients  
face as regards substance use and better understanding how we respond to this in our work-based 
rehabilitation and supportive housing programmes as well as in our interactions with those living on 
the streets.

The work-based rehabilitation team attend Working on Wellness (life skills, breathing techniques  
and yoga) sessions with the Obs Pasta Kitchen each Wednesday and have completed an  
8-week programme on GBV / gender rights with Mosaic.  Daily group sessions cover topics such as life 
skills, money management, anger management and dealing with stress.

The Dignity Project

OBSID continued its partnership with Afrikaburn Outreach to manage toilets in the public spaces to 
tackle the issue of human waste.  The units, serviced by Sanitech, and maintained by the OBSID clean-
ing team, have led to a significant reduction in human waste in the centre of Observatory. 

During the first 6 months of the pandemic in Cape Town, our partnership expanded to include the in-
stallation of 4 1000litre handwashing stations in the public spaces of Observatory, with support from 
Enviro Wildfire.  

These stations proved essential when City bathrooms were closed and those living in public spaces 
needed access to water for washing themselves and their belongings.  

Unfortunately, over time, the units were vandalised more and more regularly, until he cost and hassle 
of repair and refilling outstripped the perceived value to the community and the units were uplifted.
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KEEPING OBSERVATORY SAFE

We recorded 636 incidents during the year, a significant drop from 2019/20 and the lowest annual total 
since 2016. 

The below graph reflects the annual reported incidents for the past 5 years:

   PUBLIC SAFETY

We have a very well-organized, extensive public safety service in Observatory in partnership with our 
safety contractor, Securitas. This includes 24/7/265 foot and vehicle patrols backed up by a control room 
and technology such as licence plate recognition (LPR) systems.  

With already high levels of unemployment, the impact of the Covid-18 pandemic and increasing poverty 
there has been an overall upward trend in criminal incidents across Cape Town.  In the first half of 2021, 
we have noted a slight increase in incidents in Observatory, mostly vehicle related thefts and muggings / 
assaults.  We’re constantly adjusting our deployments to respond to crime trends and can see the impact 
of the efforts of our community safety team in keeping the community of Observatory safe.
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As part of our deployment adjustments, we added a third public safety vehicle onto all shifts in July 
2021 and expanded our foot patroller complement by three officers in the same time period on an  
ad hoc basis.  This expanded deployment has definitely contributed to the reduction in recorded crime 
incidents in the area.

Theft continues to be our higher crime category and accounted for more than 50% of the reported 
incidents broken down as follows – (120) general theft, (67) theft out of motor vehicle, (67) theft of  
car parts, (33) attempted theft out of motor vehicle, (3) attempted theft of motor vehicle, (21) theft 
of motor vehicle, (19) attempted theft, (11) theft of bicycle, (8) theft of motorcycle and (10) theft of cell 
phone.

Robbery was the second highest contributor with 87 incidents reported broken down as follows – (31) 
common robbery / mugging, (17) attempted robbery / mugging, (17) armed robbery, (2) house robbery, 
(6) business robbery and (14) robbery with weapon other than a firearm. 

The below graph indicates the type and number of incidents reported this year:

Once tertiary institutions reopened and our student population returned, nightlife increased, with 
some patrons overindulging.  Foot traffic through the streets between places of residence and the 
entertainment venues has significantly increased with curfew hours being ignored in many instances.  

Criminal elements have noted these behaviours and are taking advantage. Two thirds of all robberies 
occurred after 23h00 – and a third of these occurred during curfew hours.

The trend of opportunistic crime in Observatory continued throughout the year. 

Even though crime and the perceived increase in incidents were often the topic of discussion on vari-
ous social media platforms a considerable amount of time was spent by our deployed personnel in-
forming owners or residents of unlocked vehicles, open doors, and open garages or premises gates, 
indicating a careless attitude towards security. This pro-active approach by the public safety team 
assisted in reducing the amount of incidents reported for the year.
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The next graph reflects the incidents reported in the areas, the pro-active actions taken by the public 
safety officers and the number of community reports related to concerns around public safety:

The below graph reflects the number of incidents reported in the various sectors compared to the 
amount of pro-active actions taken by the OBSID public safety members:
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Community involvement

Although we are patrolling the streets 24/7 we could be more effective if the community was more in-
volved in reporting suspicious activity. The public safety officers cannot be everywhere all the time and 
if we can join forces with the community our resources can be more affectively utilised.  

If the community served as “our eyes and ears” (as we do for SAPS and law enforcement), we could be 
responding to in-progress activities as opposed to trying to find incidents by doing random patrols. 
This would allow for focussed which would reduce the reaction times by the public safety patrol vehi-
cles as they would already be near hot spots and other areas of concern.  

Active citizenry is needed – the residents of Obs must report incidents to the police to help tackle 
crime, and get the SAPS resources we need in the area.  Residents also need to be more vigilant about 
their property and possessions.
 
We trialled the Buzzer app during this reporting period to provide the community with another channel 
to sue to alert us to incidents.  There was a disappointingly low community engagement with the app, 
despite a wide communication campaign about its benefits and ease of use.  We hoped for a greater 
adoption of the app, and a reduction in the reliance on WhatsApp groups - Buzzer linked the community 
directly with the OBSID control room as well as with neighbours and people nearby.  It also facilitated a 
reduction in duplicate reporting as incidents were closed out when attended to – reducing the spread 
of misinformation. 

Buzzer ran into technical difficulties in early 2021, so this trial has been terminated.

Arrests 

The public safety officers assisted SAPS in making 90 arrests during this period. Unfortunately, in 32 
cases the complainants did not want to open a criminal case and the suspects had to be released. 

The graph indicates the categories of offences that suspects were detained for:
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The challenges

The public safety team have faced many challenges during this period and these challenges are not 
likely to decrease soon. 

With a third of complainants reluctant to open cases, Observatory remains vulnerable to criminal ele-
ments as SAPS’s statistics aren’t a true reflection of what is occurring in our area.  This lack of active 
citizenry makes the public safety officers despondent and it makes OBSID attractive to the criminal 
elements. It could be said that 1/3 of people suspected of being involved in crime were released to con-
tinue with their criminal activities in the OBSID and other areas. 

The court findings as reported last year, coupled with the National Disaster Management Regulations 
have changed the way peace officers operate – in some instances resulting in a  complete hands off 
approach – leaving the OBSID public safety officers to deal with most of the complaints from the com-
munity themselves. 

The OBSID public safety officers do not have enforcement powers and are dependent on the different 
law enforcement departments to deal with the more serious complaints. The blanket court order by the 
Cape Town High Court have left the public safety officers to deal with homeless complaints to the best 
of their ability with the means available to them. 

The lack of law enforcement being able to enforce by-laws have resulted in many people now living 
around the Village Green. The people living on the streets are vulnerable and criminal elements are 
taking advantage of them. The people living on the streets cannot act against the criminal elements 
nor can they inform on them as this will leave them exposed to retaliation. Criminal elements are also 
moving into the area for short periods to commit crimes before they move on. 

We have observed an increase in foot traffic in the OBSID precinct and when people are approached by 
the public safety officers they mention that they either live in the area, have moved into the area or that 
they are visiting people living in the area. 

With the increase in foot traffic we have noticed an increase in opportunistic crimes like theft of car 
parts, general theft where criminals jump over the walls to steal items from the property ant theft out 
of motor vehicles. 

A long term strategy to reduce the risk of incidents will be to get the Observatory CPF functioning again 
and to have a strong neighbourhood watch presence on the streets.

The short term strategy is to monitor the crime patterns on a daily, weekly and monthly basis to direct 
our deployments and to remain responsive to changes in patterns requiring changes in deployments.

Securitas contract management – monthly assessments and related

We continue to enjoy an excellent working relationship with Securitas.  Weekly site meetings are held 
to review crime statistics, discuss deployments and address any areas of concern.  Two different  
monthly assessments are completed each month and areas of focus arising from these assessments 
are actioned immediately.
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OBSID and the SAPS

Our relationship with SAPS remains a very positive one with good channels of communication to 
the Station Commander and Visible Policing Commander.  The SAPS Crime Intelligence Officer now  
attends our weekly public safety meetings and shares SAPS statistics for the area with us – allowing  
for comparison between OBSID statistics and SAPS statistics.

The Woodstock Community Policing Forum (CPF) held its Annual General Meeting towards the end 
of the reporting period and we are now waiting for SAPS to commence processes to facilitate the  
establishment of the Observatory sector CPF (inactive since 2017) which OBSID will support.

   PUBLIC SPACES PROJECTS

The OBSID has been striving to incrementally strengthen its capacity to explore projects to enhance 
the value and use of public space (arts, sports, heritage, and culture) and provide support to building 
the local economy in Observatory. 

While a number of community-based activities were initiated in the past related to public space, these 
interventions were not guided by an adopted policy. 

During this reporting period, OBSID initiated a process to formulate a Public Spaces Policy aimed at 
achieving the following: 
a) Define the scope of public space interventions as per OBSID’S mission and core functionalities 
b) Outline a process through which OBSID will engage directly with the improvement of public 
space in Observatory 
c) Establish a process to support individuals and organisations with a vested interest in Obs to 
implement actions that improve public space in the neighbourhood 
d) Provide transparency on OBSID’s decision-making process to support ideas for  
the improvement of public space in Obs. 

In alignment with OBSID’s mission, this policy aims to be guided by the organisation’s commitment to 
the following principles: 
a) Developing and sustaining a safer, cleaner, 
and smarter public space throughout Observatory 
b) Nurturing the unique ambience, charm, 
and diversity of Observatory village as a meeting  
place of artists, intellectuals, professionals,  
workers, residents, and visitors 
c) Fostering cooperation between residents, 
ethical businesses, other stakeholders and  
the City; 
d) Contributing to a commercially attractive, 
artistically vibrant, ecologically sustainable, and 
family-friendly environment 
e) Making places for people. 
A key activation arising from the finalisation of the policy was a public call for online submissions from 
people working, studying, or living in the area, as well as local businesses. 
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Public participation

The survey asked respondents to indicate their 
willingness to join a working group, comprising  
community members, OCA ManComm members 
and OBSID Board members to provide input and 
recommendations on possible public spaces  
activations to the OBSID Board for final approval.

The role of the working group was limited to  
projects and discussions related to public space 
projects and proposals, serving as another layer 
of community representation and involvement.

A public call for ideas for projects was widely  
circulated on various channels and 8 submissions  
were received.  The working group met both 

face to face and online to understand the  
context of some of the submissions and to make  
recommendations to the OBSID Board.  The 
group’s recommendations that 2 project ideas 
should form the basis for feasibility and scoping  
studies, 2 project ideas could be activated (1 later 
put on hold whilst a feasibility study was completed  
on the proposed location) and 1 other potentially 
included in the OBSID’s business development 
programme.

The OBSID Board reviewed recommendations and 
approved 3 projects in the reporting period.  In  
addition, a public art activation was approved at 
the location of the Obz Rainbow House (OBSID’s 
social development supportive housing pilot  
project).

Turning ideas into action – projects undertaken in the reporting period

• Obz Rainbow House mural: With the support of the landlord, OBSID commissioned a mural for 
the Rainbow House through a public call, intended to brighten up a corner near the station.  The Kiff 
Collective (who teach art to offenders and parolees) were awarded the contract and in conjunction with 
the residents of the house, came up with the design and house name – also nodding their head to the 
year of Covid, forcing many of us into remote work with all the “oddness” that came with it.

• Reimagining the Village Green: OBSID partnered with Open Streets to undertake a feasibility 
study around the Village Green.   This project has developed a suggested implementation plan for the 
Observatory Village Green public space and its surrounding context and we hope to engage our mem-
bers and the wider community with the findings in the next reporting period.  

The plan and its outcomes will address the proposed transformation of this space in a way in a manner 
that is citizen supported, institutionally underpinned, and both socially and financially sustainable.

• Strategic green infrastructure: OBSID partnered with Communitree to activate a greening 
strategy intended to restore indigenous vegetation in the public spaces.  

Through community training conducted over 6 sessions, we aim to roll out restorative practices to 
private and kerbside gardens by a group of “greeners” who have gained the skills and knowledge to 
propagate and plant responsibly. 
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Sixteen people (including 4 residents of the Obz Rainbow House) were active in the pilot phase,  
attended training and propagated over 500 cuttings, planted out the first public space in June 2021 and 
are currently involved in the maintenance and care of the site.  Further activations will follow in the next 
reporting period and beyond – this is intended as a long term activation for Observatory.

• Telling the story of Observatory through heritage and memorialisation: after two public calls 
for proposals, and an in-depth review of submissions in collaboration with representatives of the OCA, 
OBSID commissioned a partner, Social Trends Development Services c.c. to deliver a road-map to  
commemorate key aspects of the heritage and history of Observatory, ensuring that both the process 
and the outcome are underpinned by community engagement, inclusivity and representivity across  
the whole neighbourhood. This project will roll out in the first quarter of the next reporting period.
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A sincere word of thanks to the OBSID staff – Ibrahim Chiwaya, Nicholas Jansen, Master Banda, Hugh 
Chimwa, Bonisile (Oscar) Mrwashu, Jacques Wiesner, Mickael Rabbaney, Raymond Duarte, Stoney 
Steenkamp, Leon Nzenza, Amanda Mjo, Riedoewaan Galant and Stephen Besa, as well as our colleague 
who left during the year – Bongi Sika.  

Your efforts this year have been remarkable and we’re able to keep on doing what we do as a result of 
your commitment, energy and willingness to go the extra mile.

The OBSID cannot function without the ongoing support of many other entities and structures.  To this 
end, we wish to express our sincere thanks to the following:
•	 Eddie Scott, Joepie Joubert, Runan  

Rossouw, Bonita Ascot, Alma Stoffels and 
Nonhlanhla Ngubane at the City CID Unit;

• SAPS – Lieutenant Colonel van den Berg  
VisPol Head, Colonel Matroos – appointed in 
2021 as Statin Commander,	Warrant	Officer	
Muller – Designated Liquor Officer;

•	 Priscilla Booysen and her team at Solid 
Waste;

•	 George Kiewiets and his team inside of 
PRASA;

•	 The Observatory Civic Association;
•	 Councillor Paddy Chapple (Ward 57)
•	 Councillor Errol Anstey (OBSID Board  

observer).

•	 Kirsten Wilkins and Open Streets  
Cape Town;

•	 Frances Taylor and Communitree;
•	 Josette Cole – Social Trends Development 

Services c.c.;
•	 Susan Smith and the volunteers of the LPR 

user group;
•	 Jesse Laitinen and the team at Khulisa 

Streetscapes, including the LaundRecycle 
team; 

•	 The Bhekamuzi Family Trust;
•	 TB/HIV Care;
• The Obs Pasta Kitchen and Ladles of Love;

• Our service providers and suppliers  
Catalyst Communications, CBA, Connect 
1-2-3, Dr Wash laundry, Gravit8, Green 4 Life 
Gardeners, Hawkes and Findlay, JP Tek, 
Narcom,		Omnivision,	Mason	Office	 
Supplies, Niche Co., Observatory Petrol  
Station, Prime Cleaning Services, Sanitech, 
Securitas, Seacom, Solution House  
Software, Straatwerk OPHELP Projekte, 
theShahmen Design, Uniforms Unlimited 
and Utility Cloud Consulting.

   ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS AND THANKS

In addition, we would like to express our thanks and gratitude to the following:

Special thanks to:

• Charl Brooks, Robert Witbooi and the deployed team at OBSID – Securitas;
• Cecil Kilpin Auditors;
• Ursula Genthe, Accounts Star c.c. – accounting services.
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(Registration number 2008/020680/08)

NOTING OF  
ADDITIONAL  
SURPLUS FUNDS 
UTILISED IN  
2020 / 2021



2020/2021 - noting of additional surplus utilisation

Line Item
Adjustment budget

Revenue
Accumulated Surplus (Business Plan) 185,000-                   
Accumulated Surplus (Projects + Capital) 1,434,691-                
Total Surplus funding in the budget 1,619,691-               

Expenditure
Employee Related
Allowances: Locomotion 14,000                     
Bonus 115,182                   

Programmes (as per business plan)
Public Safety 185,000                   

Projects
Business development: place marketing and signage 4,000                       
Business development: event support 2,324                       
Public spaces: infrastructure and greening 79,974                     
Public spaces: consulting 58,875                     
Soc dev: work programme 381,327                   
Soc dev: supportive housing 378,426                   
Public spaces: feasability study 125,000                   
Public spaces: ablutions 43,680                     
COVID-19 PPE, sanitiser, cleaning solutions and materials, etc. 35,211                     
COVID-19 additional public safety 177,852                   

Capital Expenditure (PPE)
Computer Equipment 16,300                     
Office furniture 2,540                       
Total Expenditure funded from Surplus 1,619,691               
Difference -                          
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